Econ 639b. Labor/Public Economics Workshop

**Day / time:** Thurs. 4:10 - 5:40  
**Course Type:** Graduate  
**Course term:** Spring  
**Year:** 2018  
**Location:** Room 106

A forum primarily for graduate students to exposit their research plans and findings. Students planning to write a dissertation on labor and human capital economics and related microeconomic and demographic household behavior should attend and participate. Discussions will encompass both high and low income countries. Faculty and several outside speakers will be invited to report on their research each term. Weekly meetings will be held on Friday’s at noon.

**Semester offered:** Spring

**Source URL:** [http://dev.economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-639b-laborpublic-economics-workshop](http://dev.economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-639b-laborpublic-economics-workshop)